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QuantumPM posed this question at the conference to see what 
other top level executives think about how to measure success 
in innovation.

What metrics would you 
use to measure the success 
of an innovation program?
Using Innovation Director, ideas were submitted 
by top level executives from multiple industries 
and several common themes were apparent.  
Among the top themes:  employee engagement, 
idea sustainability, quality of ideas submitted, and 
�nancial results.  

Ideas Submitted
5S’s of Innovation **Winning Response submitted by 
Hannah Lechner 

We’ve all heard of the traditional 5S Methodology for 
workplace organization, and at Mayo, we use 5S very 
often.  We also have a process for innovation, which I will 
be sharing on Tuesday.  Beyond that, I have an idea for 5S 
in Innovation to measure the success of the program and 
or Innovation.I

The 5S’s are:
Safety - The program/innovation must be safe for our 
employees, consumers, customers, patients, etc. In health-
care, this is #1.

Service - the program/innovation must provide the 
optimal service and the end user or receiver must feel as 
though they could never imagine their world as it was 
prior to the innovation.

Smiles (Satisfaction) – the end user/receiver must like it 
and must be willing to use it and share it. (Measured 
through patient or customer satisfaction scores.)

Sanity - The business/company/innovator must be 
passionate about the innovation.  What is their level of 
sanity pre and post innovation?
(Employee/Management/Leadership satisfaction using 
pre and post satisfaction surveys)

Sustainability - clearly, once the program/innovation is 
implemented, sustaining the changes are the most 
di�cult.  The ultimate test of an innovation is its sustain-
ability.  Sustainability is often measured through a struc-
tured audit process that can be quanti�ed and bench-
marked.  Speaking more broadly, there are other sustain-
ability indicators, depending on the sector – economic, 
social and environmental progress, are a few.  This does 
not describe a methodology that is currently being used, 
but could be a catchy and viable way to measure an inno-
vation program.

MEASURING SUCCESS 
IN INNOVATION



Leadership Engagement Score submitted by Shiraz 
Bajwa 
Leadership engagement score:  Ask employees if they have 
a leader who encourages intelligent risk taking and new 
ideas.

Innovation Metrics submitted by Ed Burnard
These metrics establish a measure of e�ciency, time and 
resulting value of the innovation process.
       • Quantity of ideas submitted
       • Quantity of ideas that result in ordained   
         projects for implementation
       • Time (aka duration spent in the fuzzy front- 
         end de�ning the idea and the core customer  
         problem that it addresses)

Top 5 Metrics submitted by Cindy Jones
       1. Hit ratio of idea generated versus implemented:  
          How e�ective are we creating and implementing    
          ideas.
       2. Customer end uses ratings on company innovation 
          e�ectiveness:  Perceived level of Innovation by 
          marketplace – industry surveys
       3. Employee engagement:  Evaluating idea submissions 
           from across all functions of the organization.
       4. Number of patents investigated for �ling:  All  
           researched not just pursued.
       5. New product sales as a percent of total:  
            Products under 2 years.

Innovation Metrics submitted by Jackie Killings
       1. How much money do the ideas potentially 
           save or earn?
       2. How many employees are still using the tool 6 
           months, 12 months, 18 months after launch?  
           And which employees are using it?  Executives 
           vs. managers vs. hourly employees
       3. What are the quality and variety of the ideas 
           generated or opportunities identi�ed?
       4. Do any of the ideas enhance the customer 
           experience with your product or service?
       5. How do the ideas �t with the company’s core 
           competencies or overall strategy?

 

R&D Metrics submitted by Robert Rodenbeck
         1. Ideas generated
         2. Ideas passed concept �ltering stage
         3. Number of projects passed to execution team
         4. Number of patents generated
         5. Value of Portfolio

Metrics for Innovation submitted by Ira Ozer
         1. Employee/Participant engagement research 
             scores – do these scores indicate their 
             willingness/eagerness to participate in 
             Innovation?
         2. Idea submission – how many quality 
             (as determined) ideas have been submitted 
             and what is rate over time?
         3. Collaboration – participating as a rater 
             and/or team member to work on projects 
             (number of times/hours working on it)
          4. Recognition – number of times and quality 
              of recognizing team members and 
              collaborators
          5. ROI – return-on-investment of the innovations 
              (and projecting prior to deploying).
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